The field of speech perception is a very rich interdisciplinary area involving researchers from a number of disc&lines including psychology, lingui: +ics, speech and heariig science, electrical engineering and artificial intelligence. AS a consequence, the particular issues under study are often approached in different ways by different research groups. Despite these sulperficial differences, however, there are a small number of bade questions th,at can be identified as the core of problems that people are ~:~orking on today. In my view, the fundamental problem is speech perception is to describe how the listener converts the continuously varying acoustic stimulus produced by a speaker into a sequence of discrete linguistic units and how he recovers the intended message. This problem can be broken down into a number of more specific subquestions. For example, what sta.ges of perceptual analysis intervene beZween presentation of a speech signal and eventual understandi:lp of the message? And, what types of operations occur at each of these stages? What specific types of perceptual mechanisms are involved in speech perception and how are they used in understanding spoken language?
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In understanding spoken language we CIi.ssume that various types of information are computed by the speech processing mechanisms. Some forms of information are transient, and last for only a short period of time; other forms of information are more durable, and interact with other sources of information from long-term memory (see Pisoni, 1978) . The nature of these perceptual codes, and their interactions are among the major concerns in the field of speech perception today. In the remainder of this paper I wi!! briefly review what I see as the major theoretical issues in speech perception. Some of these have been discussed in the past and continue to occupy a central role in speech perception research today; others relate tar new problems to be pursued in the future.
Linearity, lack of invariance anal the wgmentation problem
For more than thirty years, it has been extremely difficult to identify acoustic segments and features which uniquely match the perceived phonemes inde- 
